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Abstract

Future ubiquitous computing environments will consist of massive, ad hoc networks of embedded systems deployed in the physical space. Programming such environments requires new abstractions and computing models. This paper presents Spatial Programming (SP), a novel paradigm for programming ubiquitous computing environments. SP offers access to data and services distributed on nodes spread across the physical space in a similar fashion to access to memory using references. SP programs access network resources using a high level abstraction, termed spatial reference, which names these resources using their spatial properties and content-based names. An underlying system takes care of mapping spatial references onto target nodes in the network. Thus, SP hides the complexity of the underlying network from the programmer, while offering a simple and intuitive programming model.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in technology made it feasible to create networks of embedded systems (NES). Such networks will represent the infrastructure for future ubiquitous computing environments [24, 20]. For instance, sensors monitoring the environment [12, 10, 11], robots with intelligent cameras collaborating to track a given object [1], or cars on a highway cooperating to adapt to traffic conditions [2] will become a daily reality. Although extremely heterogeneous, nodes in NES will have a common set of characteristics: (1) incorporate processing power that allows them to perform local computations, (2) are able to communicate with other devices using short-range radio, (3) are spatially distributed and mobile, and (4) work unattended and may fail frequently.

NES will consist of a huge number of small-size devices deployed in the physical space. These nodes may join or leave at any moment (becoming unreachable due to mobility, energy depletion, failures, or disposal) leading to dynamic and volatile network topologies. Therefore scale and volatility will be the main issues in NES. In many scenarios, it will not be feasible to deploy more powerful nodes that act as base stations, thus NES will have to function in a complete decentralized manner.

All these characteristics make NES programmability a challenging task. Traditional distributed programming models, such as message passing are not suitable for NES. Aspects of mobility, volatility and scale make it difficult to program applications as a series of interactions with devices identified by fixed addresses (as it is assumed in the message passing model). Instead, we want to gather information or perform actions on devices that have certain properties, content, or location. Thus, we are no longer interested in contacting a particular device, but any device that may be useful to perform the task. Simpler programming abstractions and more flexible programming models are needed to let the programmers design and write their applications without concerning about the underlying network details.

In this paper, we propose Spatial Programming (SP), a novel paradigm for programming ubiquitous computing environments that emphasizes the notions of space and content. In SP, space is a first order pro-
programming concept that needs to be exposed to applications. Also, SP shields the complexity of programming volatile, ad hoc networks by presenting a high level uniform abstraction, termed spatial reference, for naming and accessing network resources. A spatial reference names network resources using their geographical location and content, while an underlying system takes care of mapping it onto a target node in the network. The mappings between spatial references and nodes in the physical world are similar to the mappings from virtual memory to physical memory in a conventional computer system.

Although both geographical routing [14, 17, 18] and content-based naming and routing [4, 9, 13] have been extensively studied, a simple and intuitive programming model that allows the user to express the computation in terms of these abstractions is still missing. In our model, programmers write simple sequential programs and access transparently the network resources (i.e., using spatial references) in a similar fashion to the access to memory using variables. SP is independent of the underlying system, thus allowing for multiple implementations. Each implementation has to provide an SP compiler that is responsible for translating the high-level sequential program into a series of actions that will be performed by the underlying system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an example that motivates Spatial Programming. Section 3 describes the design principles of SP. Section 4 shows the basic programming constructs for SP and illustrates them with an example. Section 5 discusses the related work. The current status and future plans are presented in Section 6.

2. Motivating Example

As an example that motivates Spatial Programming, we present the task of performing object tracking over a large area using a set of spatially distributed intelligent cameras (they are battery powered and use wireless for communication). In Figure 1, we have two spaces, campus and town, a number of cameras presented as nodes marked with camera, and a black square that represents the object of interest. Each device is capable of determining its location (i.e., using GPS or other localization methods [16, 22, 7]) and remains static after deployment. However, devices may fail or be deployed far from other devices preventing them from participating in the computation. The user requires that the images should be taken from N different cameras that are present in the area of interest (campus in this example). The application has to dynamically determine the location of the camera that provides the best identification for the desired object. During this process, the application uses partial results computed at other nodes and it needs to be able to reach nodes already visited in order to execute various computations there.

The task stated above is difficult and tedious to program using traditional programming models. The programmer would have to explicitly manage the communication between devices and to program all the details involved in reaching the area of interest and contacting the target nodes located there. Additionally, the network dynamics (caused by node failures or new cameras being deployed) may cause the application to fail since fixed addressing schemes treat exceptions as failures.

Expressing the same task in our model is straightforward. SP paradigm defines a simple abstraction, called spatial reference, that presents a unified view of space and network to applications. A spatial reference is a reference to a node in SP, represented as a tuple \{space:tag\}. The tag represents a content-based name for the node. The space is a geographical scope for this content-based name of the node.

The source code for the program that realizes the desired task is presented in Figure 2. Cameras take images continuously, but their processor can execute a single identification task at a time by focusing on one object. The application computes the object identification on N free cameras (i.e., they are not currently focusing on any object) using spatial references and partial results accumulated during execution (lines 3-5). The expression \{campus:camera\} is a reference to a camera that is located in campus. The array subscript /i/ is used to refer to different cameras with the same space-content description. Only the camera that provides the best partial result is instructed to focus on the desired object for a potentially complete identification. Once a new camera provides a better result, it will become the active camera (i.e., the one that focuses on the object) while the old one will become free (lines 6-10). The application may access the in-
formation and services on the target nodes using the dot notation (e.g., \{campus:camera[i]\}.focus). Detailed descriptions for all SP constructs used in this example are presented in Section 4. The application finishes by checking the images acquired by the camera that provided the best overall partial result. If a complete identification is found, the function returns the location of that camera (lines 13-14).

3. Design Principles

Networks of embedded systems (NES) are by definition very large, volatile, and spread across the physical space. To achieve their objectives, the applications running over such networks need to execute within certain geographical regions. These applications are interested in content and properties, not in the nodes that provide them. Also, they need to be able to adapt for the uncertainty encountered in NES, where the topologies and the resources available are unknown a priori.

Spatial Programming (SP) is a novel programming paradigm that attempts to address these issues. SP is based on four main design principles: (1) exposing space as a first order programming concept, (2) decoupling the access to network resources from networking details, (3) maintaining reference consistency, and (4) supporting programming for uncertainty.

Applications should be able to access resources located on the nodes participating in NES by referring to them in the same fashion a program addresses the memory using variables. The reference should involve spatial characteristics of the resource (i.e., the geographical region of the node containing the resource), and content characteristics of the resource (i.e., content that has to be present on the node). The application programmer however, should not have to perform any specific network-related operations to obtain the requested resources. An underlying system has to take care of name resolution, access to resources, routing, and communication.

The application that refers to a node with given spatial and content properties should be guaranteed to contact the same node each time it makes subsequent successful references to the same space-content description. Therefore, the underlying system needs to maintain bindings between these references and the nodes addressed by them. These bindings are maintained in a per-application binding table, which plays a similar role as a page table in a traditional computer system. Once a reference to a network resource is performed, the corresponding spatial reference is bound to a particular node in that space. The binding is persistent for the duration of the SP program execution. We call this feature reference consistency and it allows the programmer to visit repeatedly nodes and locations as long as the spatial reference is valid.

Since NES are extremely volatile, SP should make it easy for the programmer to deal with network configuration dynamics. This dynamics involves constant change in the location of nodes as well as intermittent network connectivity. For example, a reference made to a node may become invalid if this node has moved away from the area of interest. Another possibility is that a node failure leads to unavailability of requested resources. In such situations, the underlying system should allow the application to adapt to adverse network conditions.

For most types of applications it is important to guarantee execution completion within a predefined time period. In such a dynamic environment as NES,
where many operations depend on location-based and content-based routing, a lookup operation for a reference may take a substantial amount of time. To bound the execution time, each reference specifies a timeout value after which the attempt to access it is aborted and the application is informed. Thus, the application will be able to decide about its further actions.

4. Spatial Programming Constructs

Spatial Programming requires a set of programming constructs that can be added as extensions to any programming language. The main SP construct provides transparent access to network resources as well as an exception mechanism that allows applications to adapt to network configuration dynamics. The other constructs offer the possibility to create/remove network resources during execution, to define relative spaces dynamically, and to change the space for a given spatial reference.

4.1. Accessing Network Resources

In SP, network resources can be accessed using a quintuple \( \{\text{space}:\text{tag}[\text{instance}], \text{timeout}\}.\text{resource} \) that specifies: (1) the spatial information for a node of interest, (2) the content-based name for this node, (3) the instance of a particular node with these spatial and content-based properties, (4) an upper bound on the access time for the desired resource, and (5) the resource name at the node.

Spatial References. A spatial reference is a \( \{\text{space}:\text{tag}\} \) tuple that refers to a node located in space and named by content using \text{tag}. The \text{space} is a geographical scope for the content-based name of the node being addressed. Spatial references allow transparent access to resources located on the referenced nodes. In the example presented in Figure 1 we have two spaces, \text{campus} and \text{town}, and each node hosts a \text{camera} tag. The reference \{\text{campus}:\text{camera}\} represents one of the intelligent cameras that are in the campus.

Spatial Reference Instances. To make it possible to refer to more than one node with the same spatial and content properties we introduce the notion of reference instance. The reference instance denotes a particular index of the node that is referenced by the spatial-content description. For example, in Figure 1, \{\text{campus}:\text{camera}[0]\} and \{\text{campus}:\text{camera}[1]\} denote two different camera nodes located in \text{campus}.

Access Timeout. In such a volatile environment, it is difficult to estimate how long it takes to access a network resource (i.e., even the existence of a certain resource in a given space is unknown). Nevertheless, an application may need to achieve its objectives within a fixed time interval. Although we cannot offer real time guarantees in these highly dynamic networks, SP makes it possible to specify a soft deadline for looking up a spatial reference (i.e., the maximum time that may be spent for that operation). If the target node is not reached, the underlying system raises a timeout violation exception and the application will decide about further actions.

Resource Naming. In SP, applications can name and access any resource located on a node referenced by a spatial reference. In order to access these resources, the \text{dot} notation is used. The construct \{\text{space}:\text{tag}.\text{resource}\} instructs the system to access the \text{resource} located on the node referenced by \{\text{space}:\text{tag}\}. In the example from Figure 1, \{\text{campus}:\text{camera}[i]\}.\text{focus} represents the object observed by this camera. Similarly, \{\text{campus}:\text{camera}[i]\}.\text{location} may represent the location of this node in space.

4.2. Creating/Removing Network Resources

Besides accessing resources that already exist at nodes, a program may need to dynamically create/remove its own resources. The primitives that offer this functionality are: create\{\(\{\text{space}:\text{tag}[i], \text{timeout}\}.\text{resource}\)\} and remove\{\(\{\text{space}:\text{tag}[i], \text{timeout}\}.\text{resource}\)\}. The binding for the spatial reference \{\text{space}:\text{tag}[i]\} must exist when these functions are called. For instance, an application may need to create new resources in order to store data in the network (i.e., similar to creating files in a file system), or it may even create new services on nodes of interest (e.g., an image recognition service on a \text{camera} node).

4.3. Defining New Spaces

To allow for flexible specifications of spaces, SP supports basic operations on spaces. The application may use statically defined spaces (such as \text{campus or town}) or create new composed spaces using union, difference or intersection operators. In our example from Figure 1, the reference \{(\text{town} - \text{campus}):(\text{camera})\} returns a camera node located in \text{town}, but not in \text{campus}.

Defining relative spaces based on the position of a node referenced by a spatial reference can be useful for many applications. Therefore we define rangeOf\{\text{space}:\text{tag}[i], \text{range}\} as the circular space with the center at the position of the node referenced by \{space:tag[i]\} (this position along with a unique identifier of the node are maintained in the associated binding) and the radius equals \text{range}. Using
the same parameters we can define northOf, southOf, eastOf, and westOf as semi-circles relative to the position of the node stored in the binding associated with the given spatial reference. Figure 3 shows the use of rangeOf construct. To access a node that holds Water in the proximity (given by range) of the physical location associated with \{Space:Temp\}, we use \{rangeOf(Space:Temp, range):Water\}.

4.4. Space Casting

If the user has knowledge about the mobility patterns of certain nodes, the space for a given spatial reference can be modified using space casting. The construct \{space2:(space1:tag)\} changes the geographical scope for the given spatial reference from space1 into space2. Figure 4 shows how a binding was created for a given car in Space1, and how the same car is reached in Space2 using the space casting construct.

4.5. SP Program Example

To illustrate some of the novel concepts and programming constructs introduced by SP, we present an application that monitors the state of fire sensors over a large area and activates a nearby water sprinkler once the fire is detected. Two kinds of embedded systems are deployed in the physical environment: fire sensors and water sprinklers.

```java
1 void MonitorAndExtinguish(Space area){
2   for(i=0; i<10; i++)
3     if (\{area:Fire[i], timeout\}.Fire) {
4       location = \{area:Fire[i], timeout\}.Location;
5       try{
6         newarea = rangeOf(area:Fire[i], Range);
7         \{newarea:Sprinkler, timeout\}.Water = ON;
8       }catch(Timeout e){
9         \{area:Firefighters\}.FireLocation = location;
10      }
11    }
12  }
```

Figure 5. SP Program

Each sensor defines the tag Fire, which is true if the sensor observed fire, and false otherwise. Each sprinkler defines the tags Sprinkler and Water. A Sprinkler starts to pour water whenever its tag Water is set to ON. Additionally, the fire department may be alerted by setting the tag FireLocation, defined at the firefighters station. If it is impossible to contact one of the sprinklers, the fire department will be informed.

The source code of the SP program that implements the above task is presented in Figure 5. Reference consistency helps in obtaining the location of the sensor that detected fire when the same spatial reference instance is used (line 4). The rangeOf construct enables us to turn on a sprinkler located within the Range of the sensor that detected fire (lines 6-7). Also, if a Timeout exception is raised (line 8), which means that one of the sprinklers might have been destroyed, the fire department is notified (line 9).

5. Related Work

Recent projects [8, 5, 3] have presented programming models for ubiquitous/pervasive computing. SP shares some of their goals, but its main design goal is to define and implement a programming model that provides a simple way to program the physical spaces and to decouple the access to spatially distributed network resources from the networking details.

SP is closely related to Spatial Views, an iterative spatial programming model for networks of embedded systems [19]. Spatial Views provide a more restrictive, higher level programming model than SP. The Spatial Views programming model allows the specification of sets of nodes of interest, called views, together with a sequential program to be executed on each node in a view. In addition, language constructs are provided to group nodes according to their physical location,
and to specify constraints that have to be satisfied by a program execution, including resources, time, and quality of result constraints. SP can serve as a possible target language for a Spatial Views compiler, but not vice versa.

A research complementary to ours is TAG [21], which defines an SQL-like language for sensor networks. Both SP and TAG provide simple programming constructions that shield the programmer from the underlying network. The are two main differences between SP and TAG. First, SP focuses on a flexible abstraction that allows programming for uncertainty in highly dynamic networks, while TAG focuses on a set of queries executed efficiently in the network. Second, the programmer has the control over execution in SP, while TAG depends entirely on the compiler (i.e., essentially SP offers an imperative language and TAG offers a declarative language).

Spatial Programming shares the idea of using spatial information with various forms of geographical routing [17, 14, 18], but it differs from them in its main goal, transparent computing over networks distributed within the physical space.

Content-based naming has been recently presented for both Internet [4, 23, 9] and sensor networks [13]. The spatial references used in SP are similar abstractions to these content-based names, but they incorporate the spatial information and present a uniform view of space and network to applications. Another difference is that SP targets ubiquitous computing environments and is independent of the underlying implementation.

Recent work on large networks of embedded systems has focused on network protocols for wired and wireless sensor networks [11, 13], system architectures for fixed-function sensor networks [12], and energy efficient data collection for mobile sensor networks designed to support wildlife tracking [15]. Sensor networks can represent a platform for SP. Since they are deployed across large geographical regions, SP provides a viable solution to alleviate the task of writing programs for them.

6. Status and Future Work

At this time, we are in the process of implementing SP using Smart Messages (SM) [6], which represent a suitable platform for SP. The main advantage of using SMs is that they overcome the scale, heterogeneity, and connectivity issues encountered in NES by placing the intelligence in migratory execution units, while requiring only a minimal system support from nodes. Another advantage of an SM implementation is the possibility to dynamically install new services at nodes. SMs consist of code and data sections as well as a lightweight execution state. They migrate through the network, searching for nodes of interest, and execute at each node in the path. The SM execution is embodied in tasks described in terms of migration and computation phases. SMs name the nodes of interest by their properties and self-route to them using other nodes as stepping stones. Nodes in the network support SMs by providing (1) a name-based memory for inter-SM communication, synchronization and interaction with the local host, and (2) a virtual machine for SM execution.

SP constructs can be added either as language extensions or as library calls. The main component of this implementation is an SP to SM translator, which essentially will translate every access to a spatial reference into an SM migration and will generate code to handle the bindings created during execution. The binding table will be carried by SMs as mobile data. Necessary components of the implementation are geographical and content based routing that can be developed using the flexible self-routing mechanism provided by SM.

In the following, we briefly outline future ideas for improving the SP design and implementation. We plan to further investigate what other features should be added to the SP to make it even more flexible and easier to use in such complex environments as NES. We also plan to analyze the tradeoffs between various design choices that we face in implementing SP.

For networks of resource constrained devices, such as sensor networks, a more traditional implementation may yield better performance. Therefore we plan to have an SP implementation on top of Directed Diffusion [13].

The decision whether to implement the SP constructs as programming language extensions or as library calls has to be evaluated both in terms of performance and ease of programming.

There are situations when a parallel access to spatial references is possible (there are no dependencies among them) and desirable in order to increase the performance. Therefore a future additions to SP might be constructs that allow the user to specify such parallel activities (i.e., parbegin/parend, parfor).

In our current design, if an access to a bound spatial reference fails, an exception is raised and the application regains the control. Two improvements are possible: (1) a re-bind operation can be performed if the application accepts a similar node (same space and content-based name) and, (2) a transparent tracking of the mobile node that moved into another space.
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